Find it, Fix it, Faster!
Vulnerability Management
& Orchestration Platform

Find it, Fix it, Faster!
Key Benefits
No more spreadsheets, get real reports

See everything in a single pane. Resolve’s data
aggregation capabilities provide a single
system of record to track, prioritize, and report
on vulnerabilities.
Fix faster with less effort

Correlation allows you to combine instances of
the same vulnerability into a single ticket, while
standardized definitions, severity ratings, and
remediation instructions allow teams to
complete fixes faster.
Streamline pentesting data

Organizations that depend on third-party
pentesters can easily incorporate the results
into remediation workflow for tracking.
In-house pentesters have additional tools to
ensure consistency, track results, and consolidate data.
Get your priorities in order

Prioritize with your own severity ratings. Use
your own asset data to provide context on the
most important fixes.
Orchestrate your security efforts

Assign responsibilities, track SLAs, and verify
compliance across your entire organization.
Ensure all your departments are working
together successfully.

Most vulnerability management programs are being stretched beyond their safe limit.
See if you fit the profile.
You have a growing backlog of vulnerabilities.
Scanners produce large streams of noisy, overlapping vulnerability data. Pentest results
are submitted in static documents. Tracking ends up in spreadsheets, a messy and
time-consuming method fraught with potential for mistakes.
You’re not sure if vulnerabilities are fixed.
Remediation is managed via spreadsheets, PDFs, and emails. Identifying ownership
across the organization takes time, and there aren’t enough resources to fix every
problem. Exceptions are hard to track and follow up on without significant manual
effort. Verifying a fix is in place is rare.
You don’t know where you might be exposed.
Remediation times are measured in months – not days or weeks – leaving security gaps
that could result in data breaches.

Resolve Automates, Tracks, and Orchestrates Vulnerability
Management Processes at Every Stage
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Resolve is the first commercially-available vulnerability
management and orchestration platform. Resolve correlates
all your vulnerability data from across your organization
into a single view, so you can discover, identify, and fix
vulnerabilities faster, and reduce your risk exposure.
Ingest
Many organizations receive security data from automated
scanners, along with manual pentesting results, identifying
thousands or millions of vulnerabilities. Resolve aggregates
all of them, even vulnerabilities without CVEs, to serve as
your single clearinghouse for vulnerability data.
Correlate
Data siloes and lack of integration often lead to duplicated
efforts and wasted time. Resolve normalizes, de-deduplicates,
and compresses vulnerability data to distill truly unique
vulnerabilities. Reduce the amount of noise from multiple
instances of the same issue, and generate a single ticket so
you can remediate more quickly.
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Enrich
Different scanners and testers often use varying definitions
and remediation instructions. Resolve lets you standardize
vulnerability definitions, severity, and remediation
instructions across your organization. Use Resolve’s built-in
vulnerability knowledge library, developed by our internal
subject matter experts, or load your own organizationspecific information once, and apply it across all applicable
vulnerabilities.
Assign
Vulnerability data can pass from ingestion to remediation
with automatic assignment to application and asset
owners. A trackable retesting process and remediation
exception workflow allow modification of assignments
and queues, so specific vulnerabilities can be escalated as
needed. With a single location for the storage of all
vulnerabilities, Resolve can also serve as a communication
hub for team collaboration throughout the vulnerability
management lifecycle.
Report
Security and business leadership need clear and complete
reports to prioritize resources and direct security efforts.
Automated report generation provides immediate,
actionable insight into your organization’s security posture,
and eliminates hours of manual labor, so your security
teams have more time for problem solving and remediation.

Simplify Vulnerability Management
Across your Organization
Vulnerability Managers
• Normalize and distill unique vulnerabilities across
all sources
• Assign remediation across departments and teams
• Track testing and retesting processes
• Communicate and collaborate in a centralized hub
• Verify SSDLC compliance
• Manage exceptions with remediation exception
request workflow
• Gain situational awareness through single-pane visibility
and reporting
Security Testers
• Centralize scoping data for collaboration
• Aggregate and normalize scanner data files
• Save time with bulk vulnerability markup and
verification
• Ensure repeatability with centralized test procedures
and tester checklists
• Leverage the remediation recommendation
knowledgebase
• Generate .xls or .xlsx, .doc, and .pdf reports automatically
Compliance and Audit
• Combine all vulnerabilities in a single location
• Reinforce consistent testing procedures
• Integrate data with governance, risk management and
compliance (GRC) tools
• Track exceptions and remediation compliance
CISO
• Single pane of glass for your Organization’s Vulnerability
stack and remediation progress
• Observe exploit and remediation trends over time
• Access all vulnerability information from a single location
in real time
Asset Owner
• Send scope questionnaires and collaborate with the
security team
• Automate test requirement workflow
• Get notifications and transparency into testing

NetSPI Resolve Product Features
Data agnostic source integration
Aggregate and correlate data from more than 20
infrastructure and application scanners and manual
findings. Include results from third-party testing
vendors.

Automated report generation
Generate reports in Word, Excel, PDF, and .csv file
formats for easy distribution. Customize reports and
templates for specific types of tests and data needs,
and for internal corporate branding. Store summaries
and findings in Resolve and re-use them in reports
automatically.

Bi-directional communication capabilities
Correlated and normalized data can be fed into
ticketing systems and governance, risk and compliance (GRC) solutions for remediation assignment,
tracking, and compliance.

High-level dashboards
Track trends over time for a better understanding of
remediation completion time and rates, total
vulnerabilities, and severity of vulnerabilities.

Workspaces and checklists for testers
Allow multiple testers to work simultaneously on the
same project and combine findings in a single
workspace for reporting. Use checklists to track
progress for any test type and ensure consistency.

Service-oriented architecture
Deploy Resolve flexibly across a wide range of
environments, adapt and maintain the solution
easily, and scale readily to your growing business.

Vulnerability enrichment
Normalize confidence and severity across scanners
with a rich library of remediation instructions built in,
or record your organization-specific policies once
and apply them across all applicable vulnerabilities.
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Ready for a demo or to learn more?
Visit www.netspi.com/resolve
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About NetSPI
NetSPI LLC is the leading provider of application and network security testing solutions that supports organizations in scaling and operationalizing their
threat and vulnerability management programs. The solution portfolio includes security testing services, vulnerability orchestration software platform,
and advisory services. Trusted by six of the top ten United States banks, the largest global cloud providers, and many of the Fortune® 500, NetSPI has
deep expertise in financial institutions, healthcare providers, retailers, and technology companies. To learn why the world’s top brands trust NetSPI, visit
www.netspi.com or follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin.
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